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Abstract
With the rapid development of information technology and the continuous evolution of personalized services, huge
amounts of data are accumulated by the large Internet company in the process of serving users. Moreover, dynamic
data interactions increase the intentional/unintentional privacy persistence in different information systems. However, the
following problems such as the short board effect of privacy information preservation among different information systems
and the difficulty of tracing the source of privacy violations are becoming more and more serious. Therefore, existing privacy
preserving schemes cannot provide a systematic preservation. In this paper, we pay attention to the links of information
lifecycle, such as information collection, storage, processing, distribution and destruction. Then we propose the theory
of privacy computing and the key technology system, including privacy computing framework, formal definition of privacy
computing, four principles that should be followed in privacy computing, algorithm design criteria, evaluation of privacy
preserving effect, privacy computing language and so on. Finally, we employ four application scenarios to describe the
universal application of privacy computing and prospect of the future research trends. It is expected to guide the theoretical
research on user’s privacy preservation under open environments.
Index Terms
Privacy computing, privacy information description, privacy metric, evaluation of privacy preserving effect, privacy
computing language
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I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, information technology and mobile communication technology are closely integrated and develop rapidly.
The software and hardware of smart devices upgrade and evolute continuously. These have promoted the development
of Internet, mobile Internet, cloud computing, big data and Internet of things. At the same time, a variety of new service
models improve the quality of living greatly, for instance, e-commerce services represented by Amazon/Taobao, social
network services represented by Facebook/Wechat, vehicle services represented by Uber/Didi.
However, the emergence and rapid development of new technology and new service mode lead to a normal situation
in which massive user’s personal information interacts across information systems, ecosystems and even national network
boundaries. In each step of the whole information lifecycle, user’s personal information can be inevitably retained in
various information systems, such as collection, storage, processing, release (including exchange), destruction and so on.
It leads to the separation of the ownership, the management and the utilization right of information, which seriously
threatens users’ rights to consent, to be erased/to be forgotten and to extend authorization. On the other hand, the lack of
support of effective monitoring technology leads to the difficulty of tracing and forensics of privacy invasion.
Most of the existing privacy preserving schemes focus on relatively isolated application scenarios and technical points,
and propose solutions to specific problems in a given application scenario. The privacy preserving scheme based on
access control technology is suitable for single information system, but the privacy preserving problem in metadata
storage and publishing is not solved. The privacy preserving scheme based on cryptography is also only applicable to
a single information system. Although the implementation of key management with the help of trusted third parties can
realize the exchange of privacy information between multi information systems, the deletion right/forgotten right and
the extended authorization after the exchange are not solved. The privacy preserving scheme based on generalization,
confusion, anonymity technologies fuzzes up data, making it impossible to be restored, and therefore can be applied to
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many scenarios such as single anonymizing and multi-anonymizing with increased privacy preserving level. However, this
kind of privacy preserving scheme reduces the utility of data, which leads to the adoption of the weaker privacy preserving
schemes in the actual information system or the simultaneous storage of original data. At present, the description method
and the computing model that can integrate the privacy information with the preservation demand are unavailable, and we
lack the computing architecture which protects the privacy on demand in complex application scenarios, such as privacy
information exchange across information system, privacy information sharing with multi service requirement and dynamic
anonymizing of privacy information.
In brief, existing privacy preserving technologies can not meet the requirements of the privacy preservation in the
complex information system, leading to unsolved privacy preserving problems in typical application scenarios such
as e-commerce and social networking. Therefore, from the perspective of the whole lifecycle preservation on privacy
information and to answer the demand of systematic privacy preservation in complex application scenarios, we put
forward the privacy computing theory and the key technology system, including privacy computing framework, formal
definition of privacy computing, four principles of privacy computing framework, algorithm design criteria, evaluation
of privacy preserving effect, privacy computing language and so on in section 3. We look forward to the future research
directions of privacy computing and unsolved problems in section 4. We conclude our paper in section 5.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Existing researches on privacy preservation mainly focus on the privacy preserving techniques of information processing,
the privacy measurement and evaluation.
2.1

The privacy preserving techniques of data processing

Researches on privacy preservation have been conducted at all stages including information collection, storage, process,
release, destruction and so on. Meanwhile, based on access control, information confusion and cryptography technologies,
plenty of privacy preserving schemes are proposed for typical scenarios such as social network, location-based services
and clouding computing.
Access control technology protects the privacy information via making accessing strategies to ensure that only the
authorized subject can access the data resource. Recent years, based on access control technology, multiple privacy
preserving techniques have been presented. Scherzer et al. [1] proposed a high-assurance smart card privacy preserving
scheme with mandatory access controls (MAC) [2], [3]. And Slamanig et al. [4] proposed a privacy preserving framework
for outsourced data storage based on discretionary access control (DAC) [5], [6]. In order to improve the effectiveness of
authority management, Ferraiolo et al. [7] presented role-based access control (RBAC). In RBAC, a user will be mapped to a
specific role to obtain corresponding accessing authority, which simplified the authority management greatly in complicated
scenarios. Anourd et al. [8] designed a privacy preserving data mining scheme with RBAC for multiple scenarios. In 2016,
Li et al. [9] proposed a novel cyberspace-oriented access control model, which can effectively avoid security problems
caused by the separation of data ownership and management rights and secondary/multiple forwarding of information
by comprehensively considering vital factors, such as the access requesting entity, general time and state, access point,
device, networks, resource, network interactive graph and chain of resource transmission. In addition, the attribute based
encryption [10], [11] forms the identity of the user into a series of attributes, and the attribute information is embedded in
the process of encryption and decryption so that the public key cryptosystem has the ability of fine-grained access control.
Shao et al. [12] achieved fine-grained access control with attribute-based encryption, and protected user’s location privacy
in location-based services.
Information confusion technology protects the original data with generalization, anonymity, or confusion, which
achieves the inability of attackers to obtain the useful information via the modified data. Anonymous technologies, such
as k -anonymity [13], [14], l-diversity [15], [16] and t-closeness [17], [18], achieve the privacy preservation via masking the
original data into a cloaking spatial. Differential privacy [19], [20] is widely considered as a privacy preserving technology
since it does not require background knowledge of attackers. Aiming at the issue of similarity attacks, Dewri et al. [21]
proposed an anonymous algorithm via applying the differential privacy technology in location-related data, which is able
to maximum the effectiveness of differential privacy. However, differential privacy needs to add a lot of randomization to
query results, and the utility drastically decreases with increasing privacy preservation requirements [22].
Cryptograph technology protects users’ privacy information via encryption techniques and trapdoor functions. In order
to protect the privacy data in cloud computing, the concept of homomorphic encryption [23] was first proposed by Rivest et
al. With homomorphic encryption, Zhu et al. [24] proposed a privacy preserving spatial query framework for location-based
services. In 1999, based on composite residuosity, Paillier [25] designed an additive homomorphic encryption algorithm,
which is widely used in multiple scenarios. For smart grid, Lu et al. [26] proposed a privacy preserving data aggregation
scheme with paillier cryptosystem, which can protect the users’ sensitive information and resist various attacks. In 2009,
Gentry [27] successfully constructed the fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) algorithm based on ideal lattice [28], which
achieves the additive and multiplicative homomorphic simultaneously. However, the efficiency of FHE is far from practical
in real world, even though there are many modified schemes [29], [30], [31] proposed in recent years. In order to improve
the efficiency, Zhu et al. [32] proposed efficient and privacy preserving POI query [33] scheme with a lightweight cosine
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similarity computing protocol for location-based services, the proposed scheme is highly efficient and can protect users’
query and location information simultaneously.
The above-mentioned privacy preserving schemes are concrete algorithms which mainly focus on partial dataset of
specific scenarios. As a result, they lack the algorithm framework for dynamic dataset of specific scenarios and further lack
the universal algorithm framework for dynamic dataset of multiple scenarios. Moreover, aiming at multimedia data, it is
required to combine multiple algorithms to achieve privacy preserving. The mature schemes in this area are insufficient.
Finally, superimposing different privacy preserving algorithms on each other to obtain better preservation quality is also
need to be further researched.
2.2

The privacy measurement and evaluation

Specific researches now are focusing on the field of information theory and applications. Oya et al. [34] proposed a
scheme through using the conditional entropy and the mutual information as complementary privacy metrics. Ma et al.
[35] proposed a privacy metric for time-series data to quantify the amount of released information obtained by attackers.
Cuff et al. [36] used mutual information to describe the information obtained by attackers from observing data, and they
measured the decrease of uncertainty of the original data. Jorgensen et al. [37] combined controllable character of  in
differential privacy, and generated noise calibrated to Lap( ∆f
 ) based on the privacy demands of user, when  gets smaller,
the added noise gets more, then the intensity of privacy protection is higher. Asoodeh et al. [38] depicted the risk of privacy
leakage with mutual information. They calculated the decrease of the uncertainty of privacy information in original data
during the data releasing. Furthermore, the researches on application fields mainly aim at social network, location-based
service, cloud computing and so on.
In the field of social network, aiming at the webpages searching, Getvais et al. [39] proposed a privacy preserving
scheme based on obfuscating technique and quantified the users’ privacy. Considering the different searching behaviors
of users with various intentions, they designed a commonly used tool to measure the privacy preserving scheme based
on obstructing technique. Aiming at spatio-temporal connection, Cao et al. [40] used calculation to analyze the data and
quantified the potential risks under differential privacy technique through formal description of privacy.
In the field of location-based service, based on identifying the attacking model and adversaries’ background knowledge, Shokri et al. [41] used information entropy to describe the precision, certainty and validity for measuring the
effectiveness of privacy preservation. Meanwhile, based on Bayesian Stackelberg model of game theory [42], the user
in this model acts as a leader, and the attacker acts as a follower, to form the game theory model. Kiekintveld et al.
proposed a framework [43] to find the optimal privacy mechanism that is able to resist the strongest inference attack.
In the field of cloud computing, as a service-oriented privacy preserving framework, SAFE [44] implemented secure
coordination for cross-neighbour interaction between protocol and itself in cloud computing. Based on game theory and
differential privacy, Wu et al. [45] quantified the game elements that have been come down by the users. They also
implemented users’ privacy measurement by analyzing a single dataset. The work [46] used definition of differentiation to
quantify the level of privacy of participating users, and then to implement accurate incentive mechanism.
Most above-mentioned schemes lack unified definition of privacy concept. Moreover, the privacy metric varies dynamically with the subject which receives information, the size of the data quantity and the scenarios, but nowadays
the dynamic privacy metric method is lacked. Finally, the dissemination of information is cross information system, but
the above schemes is short of consistency among different information systems and formalized description method for
dynamic privacy quantity. Therefore, they are far from satisfying the dynamic requirements of privacy preservation of
cross-platform privacy information exchange, extended authorization and so on.
In summary, existing privacy preserving technologies and privacy measurement methods are fragmented, and they also
lack formalized description method for auditing of privacy information and constraint conditions. However, the scheme,
which integrates the privacy preserving with tracking and forensic of privacy infringement, has not been considered yet.
Meanwhile, it is hard to construct a uniform information system covering all stages of information collection, storage,
process, release, destruction and so on.

3
3.1

D EFINITION AND F RAMEWORK OF P RIVACY C OMPUTING
Concepts of Privacy and Privacy Computing

3.1.1 Privacy Right and Privacy Information
The legal definition of privacy concentrates on protecting individual’s rights given by laws, including the requirement that
personal information, activities and spaces can not be published, interfered or intruded illegally. It emphasizes privacy’s
independence of public interests and group interests, including personal information that a person does not want others
to know, personal affairs that a person does not want others to touch and personal area that a person does not want others
to invade. The essence of legal definition is actually privacy rights.
This paper focuses on full lifecycle preservation of privacy information. Specifically, privacy information includes
personal information that a person does not want others to know or is inappropriate for others to know, or that a person
wants to be disseminated within an approved circle of personnel in the way he/she agrees with. Privacy information can
be used to deduce the user’s profile, which may impact his/her daily life and normal work.
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Fig. 1. Privacy computing framework

Academically speaking, privacy information is closely related to spatiotemporal scenario and the cognitive ability of the
subject. It shows dynamic perceptual results. Different from the definition of privacy in law, we mainly define and describe
privacy information technically so that it can support research on various technical aspects such as semantic understanding
of privacy, extraction, design of privacy preserving algorithms, evaluation of privacy preserving effect and etc.
3.1.2 Privacy Computing
In general, Privacy Computing refers to a computing theory and methodology, which can support the describing, measuring, evaluating and integrating operations on privacy information during the processing of video, audio, image, graph,
numeric values and behavior information flow in pervasive network. It has a set of symbolized and formulized privacy
computing theories, algorithms and application technologies with quantitative assessment standards and support on the
integration of multiple information systems.
Privacy computing includes all computing operations by information owners, collectors, publishers and users during
the entire lifecycle of privacy information from data generation, sensing, publishing, dissemination, storage, processing, usage and destruction. It supports privacy preservation with massive number of users, high concurrency and high efficiency.
In ubiquitous network, privacy computing provides an important theoretical foundation for privacy preservation.
From the perspective of full lifecycle privacy preservation, we build a framework of privacy computing. Based
on constructed six tuples of privacy information for any format of plaintext information M, we implement privacy
computing through 5 steps, including privacy information extraction, scenario abstraction, privacy operation selection,
privacy preserving scheme selection or design and evaluation of privacy preserving effect. Its process is depicted in figure
1:
(1) According to the format and semantics of plaintext information M , extract privacy information X and obtain privacy
information vector I .
(2) According to the type and semantics of each ik in I , define and abstract application scenario.
(3) According to privacy operations supported by each ik , select and generate dissemination control operation set.
(4) According to application requirements, select or design proper privacy preserving scheme. If there are available and
capable schemes, they can be selected directly. Otherwise, design new schemes.
(5) According to relevant assessment criteria, assess the preservation effectiveness of selected privacy preserving
scheme.
If the evaluation result of privacy preservation does not meet expected requirements, the feedback mechanism will be
executed. It consists of three situations: 1) if the application scenario is mis-abstracted, it should be re-abstracted iteratively;
2) if the application scenario is abstracted properly but privacy operation is selected improperly, privacy operation should
be re-organized; 3) if the application scenario and privacy operation are selected correctly, privacy preserving scheme
should be adjusted or improved to eventually achieve a satisfactory effectiveness of privacy preservation.
3.2

Formalization of Privacy Computing

In this section, we first define the privacy information X and its six basic components, related axioms, theorems and
assumptions, which provide the foundation to describe the other part of privacy computing. It is noted that the extraction
methods of privacy information vector of any information M are outside the scope of this paper, which is subject to domain
specific extraction conditions. Moreover, the quantification of information privacy content is also outside the scope of this
paper, which is the task of programmer or modeler of information systems.
Definition 1: Privacy information X consists of six components hI, A, Γ, Ω, Θ, Ψi, which are privacy information vector,
privacy attribute vector, location information set, audit control information set, constraint condition set and dissemination
control operation set respectively.
Definition 2: Privacy information vector I = (IID , i1 , i2 , · · · , ik , · · · , in ), where ik (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is a privacy information
element. Each ik represents semantically informational and indivisible atomic information. The information types include
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text, audio, video, images, etc., and these types’ combination. The semantic characteristics include words, phrases, tone
of voice, pitch of tone, phoneme, sound, frame, pixels, color, etc., and their combination. It is used to represent atomic
information that is semantically informative, indivisible and mutually disjoint in information M . IID is the unique identifier
of privacy information vector that is independent of privacy information elements. For example, in the text ”U1 and U2
went to Loc to drink beer”, the privacy information vector is I = (IID , i1 , i2 , i3 , i4 , i5 , i6 , i7 ) = (IID , U1 , and, U2 , went to,
Loc, to drink, beer). In this case, n = 7.
Axiom 1: Under a natural language and its grammar rules, and in the granularity of words, phrases and slangs, the
number of elements of privacy information vector I is bounded.
Property 1: Privacy information vector conforms the first normal form (1NF) and the second normal form (2NF).
Privacy information component ik is defined as the smallest granularity that can not been divided further, which is
called atomic property. First normal form (1NF) is a property of a relation in a relational database. A relation R is in first
normal form if and only if the domain of each attribute contains only atomic values, and each attribute can only have
a single value from that domain. Under this definition, ik conforms 1NF. Meanwhile, privacy information vector I has
unique identification IID as primary key. Other non-prime attributes are all dependent on this primary key. A relation R
is in 2NF if R ∈ 1NF and every non-prime attribute of the relation is dependent on the unique primary key. Therefore, ik
conforms 2NF.
Definition 3: Constraint condition set is denoted by Θ = {θ1 , θ2 , · · · , θn }, where θk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is a constraint
condition vector corresponding to privacy information component ik . θk is to describe permissions for an entity to access
ik in different scenarios, such as who, at what time, using what devices, by what means access and use the privacy
attribute component ik , and the duration of usage of privacy information vector. Only entities which satisfies constraint
condition vector θk can access privacy information component ik . An entity can be an owner, a receiver or a publisher of
the information, etc.
Definition 4: Privacy attribute vector A = (a1 , a2 , · · · , ak , · · · , an , an+1 , · · · , an+m ), ak denotes privacy attribute component and is used to measure the degree of privacy information preservation. In practical applications, different privacy
information components are able to form weighted dynamic combinations of different scenarios. These combinations will
produce new privacy information. However, based on the atomicity of privacy information components, we represent the
privacy information preservation degree of different combination of ik with privacy attribute component. When 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between ak and ik ; when n < k ≤ m, ak represents the privacy information
preservation degree of two or more privacy information components’ combination.
We set ak ∈ [0, 1], and ak = 0 represents that privacy information component ik has the highest degree of preservation.
Under this condition, information M has no sharing, that is to say, there is no possibility of any leakage, meaning that
the information is protected to the highest degree. In that case, the mutual information between the protected privacy
information and the original privacy information is 0. For example, in cryptography-based privacy preserving methods,
ak = 0 means secret key has lost and the information could not be reversed; In the cases of applying noise injection,
anonymization or other irreversible techniques, ak = 0 represents that the degree of distortion of the data has led to
a complete irrelevancy between the processed information and the initial information. ak = 1 represents that ik is not
protected and could be published freely without any limit. The other values between 0 and 1 represent different degrees of
privacy information preservation. The lower the value is, the higher the degree of privacy information preservation is.
The privacy preserving quantitative operation function is denoted by σ , and it can be a manually labelled function,
a weighting function, etc. Since different types of privacy information ik correspond to different kinds of operation
functions, the resulting privacy attribute components are also different, expressed by ak = σk (ik , θk ) (1 ≤ k ≤ n).
For any combination of privacy information components i1 , i2 , · · · , in , we denote it as in+j = ik1 ∨ ik2 ∨ · · · ∨ iks , where ∨
stands for the combination operation of privacy information components. Given privacy preserving quantitative operation
function σ and privacy attribute component an+j , we have an+j = σ(in+j , θk1 , θk2 , · · · , θks ) (1 ≤ k1 < · · · < ks ≤ n).
Privacy attribute vector A = (a1 , a2 , · · · , ak , · · · , an , an+1 , · · · , am ) is generated by privacy information components
i1 , i2 , · · · , in and their combination vectors in+1 , in+2 , · · · , im . The relationship between privacy information vector and
privacy attribute vector can be denoted by A = σ(I, Θ). As quantitative operation and constraints go hand by hand, the
results of quantitative operation vary with different scenarios and entities.
Theorem 1: For a specific privacy information vector I = (i1 , i2 , · · · , in ), if the number of its components is bounded,
the dimensionality of its corresponding privacy attribute vector A = (a1 , a2 , · · · , an , an+1 , · · · , am ) is bounded. When
each binary or multiple combination of the components of I only corresponds to one privacy attribute component, the
number of privacy attribute components m satisfies m ≤ 2n − 1.
Proof: According to definition/axiom 1, given privacy information vector I , its dimension is limited and denoted by n.
According to the definition of privacy attribute vector, its privacy attribute components corresponds to privacy information
components and their combination vectors, thus the size of privacy attribute vector is limited. When each combination of
privacy information components corresponds with one privacy attribute, the maximum size of privacy attribute vectors
is the number of all the combinations of privacy information components, including 2 to n-size combination, denoting as
Cn1 + Cn2 + · · · + Cnn = 2n − 1, hence the inequality n + m ≤ 2n − 1 holds.
Definition 5: Location information set Γ = (γ1 , γ2 , · · · , γn ), γk denotes the location information vector, which stands
for the location information and attribute information of ik in information M . Using γk , privacy information component ik
could be quickly positioned. Meanwhile, the location information describes ik ’s specific location in M . For example: page
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numbers, chapters, paragraphs, serial numbers, coordinates, frame numbers, time periods, audio tracks, layers, pixels, etc.
In a text file, location information mainly includes the page number, sections, paragraphs, serial number, etc. Its attribute
information mainly includes the font, font size, thickness, italic, underline, strikeout, superscript, subscript, style, line
spacing, etc. Attribute information includes font, size, font-weight, line spacing, pixel, color, brightness, tone, intonation
and etc.
Definition 6: Audit control information set Ω = (ω1 , ω2 , · · · , ωn ), ωk denotes a specific audit control information
vector during the propagation process of ik . It is to record subjective and objective information, such as information
owner, information sender, information receiver, information sending device, information receiving device, information
transmission pattern, information transmission channel as well as operations performed on them during the transfer
process. The operations including copy, paste, cut, forward, modify, delete and etc. If the privacy information is revealed,
the source of the leakage point could be tracked.
Definition 7: Dissemination control operation set Ψ = (ψ1 , ψ2 , · · · , ψm ), ψk denotes dissemination control operation
vector. It is to describe the operations which can be performed on ik and their combinations, such as copy, paste, cut,
forward, modify, delete and etc. Meanwhile, these operations will not break the atomicity of I . We have ψl = judg(al , θl ),
where constraint condition vector θl = θk1 ∨ θk2 ∨ · · · ∨ θks (n + 1 ≤ l ≤ m), and judg is the operation judgement function
including artificial markers, weighting function and etc.
Axiom 2: During the cross information system exchange process, if both of the two information control sides that extend
authorization can not perform the exchange completely and effectively, it must cause the leakage of privacy information.
Assumption 1: Privacy computing can be defined as finite atomic operations. The other operations are combinations of
these finite atomic operations.
Assumption 2: Privacy computing is established under the condition where the number of privacy information
components is finite.
3.3

Four Principles for Privacy Computing

The four principles of privacy computing:
(1) Atomicity: The privacy information components are independent of each other and can be divided to minimum
granularity and can not be divided further.
(2) Consistency: For the same privacy data, various privacy preserving algorithms all aim to make all the components
of privacy attribute vector A approach 0. Even though they have different preserving degrees, they have similar aims.
(3) Sequence: In a privacy preserving algorithm, different orders of some operations may lead to different preservation
effectiveness.
(4) Reversibility: Some privacy preserving algorithms can be recovered reversibly, such as encryption-based ones by
decryption. However, some others are irreversible on privacy information processing.
3.4

The Characterization Elements of Privacy Computing

Definition 8: Privacy computing spans four factors (X , F , C , Q ), where X represents privacy information (the detail
illustrated in Definition 1). F represents for the privacy computation operation set, C represents for the cost of privacy
preservation, and Q represents for the effectiveness of privacy preservation.
Definition 9: Privacy computation operation set F = {f1 , f2 , · · · }, F is the set of atomic operations such as modular
addition, modular multiplication, modular exponentiation, insert, delete and other operations on X . A privacy preserving
algorithm is composed of multiple elements in the collection of privacy operations, and each element can be used for
multiple times.
Privacy perception, privacy preservation, privacy analysis, exchange of privacy information and second transmission,
integration of privacy information, update of privacy information and etc., which are defined as the specific operations
consisting of several atomic operational combination.
Axiom 3: After privacy operations on information M , the change of privacy information vector from I to I 0 is triggered,
and then further change the privacy attribute vector from A to A0 . The number and value of component a0i will also be
changed. In brief, when I conducts privacy operation f , I 0 = f (I) is achieved, and A 6= A0 where A = σ(I) and
A0 = σ(I 0 ) = σ(f (I)).
Definition 10: Cost of privacy preservation C represents the quantification of various resources required for achieving
certain level of privacy preservation on information M , including computation, storage, network transmission cost and
computational complexity. Each privacy information component ik corresponds to the cost of privacy preservation Ck .
The parameter Ck is related to privacy information component ik , constraint condition vector θk and privacy computing
operation vector fk . It can be described as follows:

Ck = ck (ik , θk , fk ).

(1)

Each ik may have different types of information. For instance, a Word file contains characters and images, even audios.
Hence, the corresponding function ck of parameter ik has different expressions, depending on the type of information. The
parameter C can be described by the vector {ck } (1 ≤ k ≤ m).
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Definition 11: The effectiveness of privacy preservation Q represents the level of privacy preservation on information
M , namely, the difference between privacy metric before and after privacy preservation. Generally, we need to consider
privacy information vectors of information M , information access entities (including information owners, information
receivers, information publishers, participants of information creation and transfer process), constraint conditions, privacy
computing operation and other elements. In previous sections, we have introduced privacy metric, namely, the expression
of privacy attribute component, ak = σ(ik , θ), where function σ has contained the vector of privacy computing operation.
The definition of constraint conditions also covers the factors of information access entities. Therefore, the effectiveness of
privacy preservation Qk corresponding to privacy information component ik can be expressed as follows:

Qk = ∆σk (ik , θk )
= σk(bef ore) (ik , θk ) − σk(af ter) (ik , θk ),
where σk(bef ore) is a privacy metric function before privacy preservation and σk(af ter) is a privacy metric function after
privacy preservation.
Definition 12: Profit and loss ratio of privacy disclosure L represents the ratio between profit and loss after privacy
disclosure. The relationship between L, cost of privacy preservation C and effectiveness of privacy preservation Q can be
described as follows:

Lk = lk (Ck , Qk ).

(2)

The core idea of privacy computing model is to describe the relationships among the four factors of privacy computing
and the profit and loss ratio of privacy disclosure L.
3.5

Evaluation Method of Privacy Preservation

Definition 13: Privacy preserving algorithm or scheme f is the combined operation fi on the elements in privacy computing
operation set F . After the combined operation f on privacy information vector I , each component in corresponding
privacy attribute vector A approaches 0. In brief, for vector I , A where A = σ(I), if f ∈ F k , I 0 = f (I), A0 = σ(I 0 ),
s.t.||A0 || < ||A||, then f is called a privacy preserving algorithm, where || · || represents a kind of measuring method of
vector A, such as L2 norm.
Definition 14: Evaluation of privacy preserving effect means the evaluation on privacy attribute vector of the new
privacy information vector I 0 after different privacy preserving operations f on I . In brief, the closer to 0 the value of
σ(f (I)) is, the better the effectiveness of privacy preserving algorithm is.
Axiom 4: The effectiveness of privacy preservation is measurable.
The effectiveness evaluation mainly includes the utility of privacy information after preservation, the irreversibility
of privacy preservation and the reversibility in controlled environments. The utility of privacy information refers to
the impacts the new information has on the information system function or performance after the execution of privacy
preserving algorithm. The irreversibility of privacy preservation means that any third party or attacker can not deduce the
original privacy information from privacy preserving algorithms and obtained information. In a controlled environment,
the reversibility means that third parties can restore the whole of information based on partially known information. As
such, this paper generalizes the evaluation of privacy preserving effect into five indicators.
3.5.1 Reversibility
Reversibility refers to the ability of restoring privacy information after the execution of privacy preserving algorithm.
Specifically, reversibility is the ability of attacker or the third party to deduce privacy information component ik from the
observed privacy information component i0k . If ik can be inferred accurately then it is reversible, otherwise it is not.
For example, when some data needs to be published, we first assess the attack resistance ability of the selected privacy
preserving scheme under different attacks. Then, based on the data after the execution of privacy preserving algorithm, we
compute privacy attribute vector. Further, we figure out the restoring degree of unauthorized information and authorized
information under different attacks.
Conjecture 1: If privacy preserving policies do not match with each other, then a reversible privacy preserving algorithm
may lead to privacy leakage after the privacy information is disseminated across different trustable domains.
3.5.2 Extended Controllability
Extended controllability refers to the matching degree between the receiver’s effectiveness of privacy preservation and the
sender’s requirements of privacy preservation during the cross information system exchange process. Specifically, it means
the dissimilarity between the privacy attribute component ak in the information system Sys1 and the privacy attribute
component a0k in the information system Sys2 when privacy information X is transferred from Sys1 to Sys2 . In brief, for
any values of parameter k , ak = a0k in different information systems means that the extended control is well maintained.
Otherwise, the extension of authorization is deviated. For instance, user Alice, Bob, Charles are friends. Alice publishes a
privacy information in WeChat and sets up a sharing list which allows Bob to access this information but prohibits Charles is
prohibited. However, user Bob transfers this information to Weibo without any access restrictions. In this situation, Charles
could see that information, and Alice’s access privilege on the same information in Weibo and in WeChat does not match
with each other.
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3.5.3 Deviation
Deviation refers to the dissimilarity between privacy information component ik and the observed privacy information
component i0k by attackers or third parties after the execution of privacy preserving algorithms. For instance, in location
0 0
privacy, the physical distance between mobile user’s real location
p (m, n) and the processed location (m ,n ) obtained by
0
2
0
2
location-based privacy preserving schemes can be calculated as (m − m ) + (n − n ) .
3.5.4 Complexity
Complexity refers to the required cost of performing privacy preserving algorithm, which is similar to cost of privacy
preservation C . For example, a user uses a handheld terminal to execute a 2048-bit RSA encryption algorithm. The
calculation resource cost of this process is greater than that of executing AES algorithm once.
3.5.5 Information Loss
Information loss refers to the loss of information utility after the information is processed by irreversible privacy preserving
algorithm, such as information confusion or information obfuscation.
For location privacy, if a mobile user submits his real location to server without k-anonymity process, he can receive
accurate service information. If he employs k-anonymity to process locations, he will receive coarse-grained service
information and the proportion of unavailable results is increased. This results in certain loss of information availability.
3.6

Design Principles for Privacy Preserving Algorithms

Although requirements of privacy preservation for different scenarios and information categories vary greatly, some
common criteria exist during the design of privacy preserving algorithms. According to the concept of privacy computing,
we summarize five basic criteria for the design of privacy preserving algorithms.
Criterion 1: Pre-processing. Firstly, we need to pre-process the privacy information X to determine the data distribution
character, its value range, privacy preserving sensitivity, the expected value of privacy preserving operations, social experience points, etc. For example, the expected value of privacy preserving operations can be denoted as times = f (I, A, Θ).
Criterion 2: Algorithmic framework. Based on the scenarios and information categories, the mathematics foundation
of privacy preserving algorithm can be determined, including the procedures and their combination relationships, as well
as the relationship between privacy attribute vector and privacy information vector. For example, in the scenario that
irreversible operations for privacy preservation are allowed, techniques based on generalization, obfuscation, anonymity,
differential privacy, etc., can be employed. Take differential privacy for example, the specific mechanism of noise addition
should be determined by following the guidance of Criterion 1 and considering elements including I, A, Θ, C, Q and L.
Criterion 3: Design of algorithm parameter. According to requirements of privacy preservation effect and usability,
the relevant parameters of privacy preserving algorithm can be determined with the consideration of criterion 1 and 2. For
example, the expected times of privacy operations should be determined based on requirements of privacy preservation
in differential privacy mechanism. Besides, the sensitivity and social experience value of privacy operation results should
also be determined upon the query function. Then we can determine the specific distribution of noise by combining I, Θ
under the guidance of criterion 2.
Criterion 4: Combination of algorithm. To improve the security property and algorithm performances, we combine
different procedures within a particular algorithm or between similar algorithms based on application scenarios and
information characteristics. Take differential privacy as an example, we achieve the flexible combination of different
procedures in one algorithm by considering factors such as I, Θ and some composition properties of differential privacy
including post-processing, sequential composition, and parallel composition properties; in case of complex requirements of
privacy preservation, such as the scenario which publishes data while emphasizing statistical characteristics and anonymity
simultaneously, we need to consider characteristics of different algorithms with similar mathematical mechanisms, and
organically integrate such algorithms to satisfy requirements of privacy preservation during the privacy information
processing. Through this way, the security property and algorithm performance can be entirely improved.
Criterion 5: Analysis of algorithm complexity and efficiency. In order to evaluate whether the selected algorithm
adapts to the corresponding scenario, we need to comprehensively analyze and evaluate the implementation cost of the
privacy preserving algorithm with the consideration of factors such as the number of privacy information components
which needs to be protected, the value range of security parameters, time and space complexity, and the expectation of
effectiveness of privacy preservation.
In the following, we explain the applicability of the above-mentioned criteria with differential privacy mechanism.
(1) Pre-processing: in differential privacy algorithms, denote the dataset as X . With X , constraint condition set Θ and
propagation control operation set Ψ, the privacy information vector set I = i(X, Θ, Ψ) can be generated. And through
analyzing the distribution characteristic of I : Φ=φ(I), we can determine the value range of I or the value set Ran.
Then, based on the statistical query function g(·) which is defined over I , we can determine the expected value of query
numbers t(·) and the social experience value of query results v(·), and obtain the noise adding’s value space or value set
S = s(Φ, Ran, g(·), t(·)), and compute the sensitivity of query function g(·). For a statistical function g(·) which is defined
on the subset D of I , its sensitivity can be described as follows:

∆g = max kg(D1 ) − g(D2 )kp ,
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where D1 , D2 ⊆ I are two arbitrary datasets. When the difference between D1 and D2 is up to one element, we call them
neighboring sets. Moreover, p ≥ 1, and p ∈ N.
(2) Algorithmic framework: based on the result of pre-processing, the mathematical definition of differential privacy
mechanism can be represented as follows with fully considering the cost of privacy preservation C , the effectiveness of
privacy preservation Q and so on.

Pr[Alg(D1 ) ∈ S] ≤ h(·) × Pr[Alg(D2 ) ∈ S] + δ(·),
h(·) = h(λ, , κ) presents the extended privacy estimate, where λ is a constant number that is related to noise distribution;
 is related to the expected value of query numbers, and κ is related to the social experience value of query results. In
addition, δ(·) = δ(, κ) is the correction parameter, which is used to soften conditions to make algorithms satisfy the
definition of differential privacy. Furthermore, D1 and D2 is a couple of neighboring sets, Alg is a randomized algorithm.
Then, the framework of differential privacy can be described as follows:

Noise

W hile
do

Alg(g) ∈
/ v(·)
{A lg(g) = g(D) +

Noise(µ(·), b(·), q(·))},

where
(·) is the noise function set, which generates noise satisfying the (h(·), δ(·)) − DP condition, µ(·) is the expected value of generated noise, b(·) is the scale parameter function used in controlling the range of operating distribution,
and q(·) is the utility function which controls the probability expectation of a certain result being generated with the noiseprocessed data. In practice, the distribution of noise and the parameters of the algorithm should be selected according to
application scenarios and information categories.
(3) Design of algorithm parameter: based on the users’ requirements of privacy preserving strength and usability and in
combination with the value range Ran of privacy information vector I , the expected value of query numbers t(·), etc, we
can determine the the specific parameters of noise distribution. Specifically, µ is related with the mean demand of outputs,
and since b(·) is related with h(·), the sensitivity of dataset ∆g , the value space or value set S of noise adding and so on,
we can infer that b(·) = b(h(·), ∆g, S). Moreover, q(·) is related with the social experience value of querying result from S ,
therefore, q(·) = q(S, v(·)).
(4) Combination of algorithm: differential privacy mechanism has the following features:
Post-processing property. If Alg1 (·) satisfies ε − DP , the combined algorithm Alg2 (Alg1 (·)) also satisfies ε − DP ,
where Alg2 (·) is an arbitrary, including randomized algorithm.
Sequential composition. If Alg1 (·) satisfies ε1 −DP , and for arbitrary s, Alg2 (s, ·) satisfies ε2 −DP . Then the combined
algorithm Alg(D) = Alg2 (Alg1 (D), D) satisfies (ε1 + ε2 ) − DP .
Parallel composition. If Alg1 (·), Alg2 (·), · · · , Algk (·) are k algorithms that satisfy ε1 −DP, ε2 −DP, · · · , εk −DP respectively, and D1 , D2 , · · · , Dk are k datasets which are disjoint. Then, Alg1 (D1 ), Alg2 (D2 ), · · · , Algk (Dk ) satisfy max(ε1 , ε2 , · · · , εk )−
DP .
Based on the above-mentioned three features, different steps can be combined to construct a differential privacy
preserving algorithm supporting different datasets and multiple query statistics.
(5) Analysis of algorithm complexity and efficiency: since the main idea of differential privacy preserving algorithm
is adding noise to privacy information, the complexity depends on the noise generating, and the effectiveness of privacy
preservation also relies on the size of the noise. These are related to the noise generating parameters such as characteristics
of dataset, sensitivity calculations of datasets and so on. As a result, the complexity and the effectiveness of privacy
preservation can be depicted as follows:
The complexity of algorithm Alg can be denoted as:

C(Alg) = c(Φ, ∆g, h(·), δ(·), µ(·), b(·), q(·)).
The privacy preserving quality of algorithm Alg can be denoted as:

Q(Alg) = ∆σ(h(·), δ(·), µ(·), b(·), q(·)).
3.7

Privacy Computing Language

We propose a Privacy Computing Language (PCL), which can automatically implement formal description, dissemination
control, computation and transaction processing in the lifecycle of privacy information. PCL consists of three parts: privacy
defining language, privacy operating language and privacy controlling language.
(1) Privacy defining language: privacy defining language aims to describe the data type and the data format of the
privacy computation six factors of information M , as well as relevant integrity constraints. Data type mainly includes bit
string type, integer type, floating-point type, character type, logical type, table data, metadata, web data, text data, image
data, audio data, video data and so on. In addition, privacy defining language is also used to describe computing steps on
text, image, audio and video, including privacy information extraction, scenario abstraction, privacy operation selection,
privacy preserving scheme selection and design, evaluation of privacy preserving effect and so on.
(2) Privacy operating language: privacy operating language is to describe the behaviors of operating information M ,
such as modular addition, modular multiplication, modular exponentiation, exclusive or, replacement, disturbance, query,
selection, deletion, modification, copy, paste, cut, forward and so on.
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· Third party monitoring /
hosting

Fig. 2. The framework of tracing evidence for privacy invasion behavior

(3) Privacy controlling language: privacy controlling language is used to describe the access control authorization,
identification and revocation of information M . The access control permission consists of selection, copy, paste, forward,
cut, modification, deletion, query and so on.
3.8

Tracing Evidence for Privacy Invasion

In the framework of privacy computing, privacy invasion and evidence obtaining exist in each step. Tracing evidence
for privacy invasion mainly includes four parts: definition of privacy information, determination of privacy violations,
obtaining evidence of privacy invasion and tracing the origin of privacy invasion, as shown in figure 2.
Based on privacy computing framework, we abstract the characteristics and processes of privacy invasion, and integrate
them with each step of the privacy computing framework. The framework of tracing evidence for privacy invasion behavior
is depicted below:
(1) Privacy information extraction: when information M is generated, we deploy scenario logic computing analysis to
extract information or label privacy information, so that we can get privacy information vector I , location information
set Γ and audit control information set Ω as well as privacy attribute vector A. This phase is mainly for identifying and
defining privacy information.
(2) Scenario description: by abstracting the scenario of information, we can obtain constraint condition set Θ and
dissemination control operation set Ψ. This phase provides criteria for judging privacy invasion. If the above conditions
are not satisfied, we judge that privacy invasion has happened.
(3) Privacy operation: according to the limitations of scenario, we assign executable operations to each privacy information component. In turn, we form the privacy computing operation set F . Further, we construct the dissemination control
operation set Ψ. We record all privacy operations that information subject executes on the information, and then generate
or update the audit control information set Ω. Operations beyond the above two sets are judged as privacy invasions.
(4) Solution selection or design: during this process, we analyze the operations from selected/designed schemes to
check whether they can satisfy the set of privacy computing operations, and whether their behavior, object and result are
outside the constraint condition set so that we can try to avoid privacy invasion and take this as a criterion for judging
privacy invasion.
(5) Evaluation of privacy preserving effect: In this phase, we analyze and compute the cost of privacy preservation C ,
effectiveness of privacy preservation Q and profit and loss ratio of privacy disclosure L. If the above indicators do not
meet expected goals, privacy invasion behaviors may have occurred, and hence we need to review the whole lifecycle
preservation of privacy information.
(6) Evidence tracing: when a privacy invasion occurs, it is necessary to analyze the tracing source from the four phases
above in order to trace the main entity of privacy invasion. Based on six tuples of privacy information and the third-party
monitoring or trusteeship, we need to identify and define privacy information, and judge privacy invasion behaviors. Then,
through the correlation of each step of privacy computing framework, we can obtain the evidence of abnormal behaviors
and find out the source of the invasion so that we can realize evidence tracing.

4

F URTHER R ESEARCH T RENDS

Dynamic Privacy Metric: the data controlled by large-scale Internet companies flows across information systems, national
network boundaries, and ecosystem. Since the existence of a variety of data types as well as diverse application scenarios,
future research on privacy metric may focus on three aspects: the measurement method of privacy information suitable
for multimedia scenarios, the dynamic adjustment mechanism of privacy metric, and the automatic mapping of privacy
metric to constraint conditions and policies. Solving the core problem of dynamic privacy metric under huge data sets can
support the scenario adaptive privacy control, especially in case of big data flowing unpredictable through random paths.
The Fundamental Theory of Privacy Preserving Algorithm: focusing on atomic operations for privacy preservation
of different information types and privacy preserving requirements, we need to study the fundamental theory of privacy
preserving primitive. In terms of encryption based reversible privacy preserving primitive, the main focus is to develop
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highly efficient ciphertext computation theories such as fully homomorphic encryption, partial homomorphic encryption,
ciphertext search and ciphertext statistics. In terms of perturbation irreversible privacy preserving primitive, the main focus
is to improve differential privacy models and to develop new theoretical methods in information theory.
Evaluation of Privacy Preserving Effect and Performance: to conduct evaluation of privacy preserving effect and
performance, we need to further investigate how to establish a scientific and reasonable quantification system under which
we can propose quantitative methods to evaluate indicators for privacy preserving primitive and primitive combinations.
The indicators include privacy leakage, data utility, primitive complexity, etc. By this, we can provide guidelines for the
design, comparison and improvements of privacy preserving schemes.
Privacy Computing Language: the grammatical system of privacy computing language, including statement definition,
programming interface, fusion of privacy preserving primitives, etc., should be studied to provides a convenient and
platform-independent programming tool for the implementation of complex privacy preserving schemes, so as to support
the deployment of the privacy preserving mechanism in the complex interconnected information system.
Decision Criteria and Forensics of Privacy Violations: based on the description of privacy information by privacy
computing framework, we can combine scenario perception, privacy information operation determination, privacy information constraint condition matching and so on, to carry out the study of multi-factors joint decision criteria for privacy
violations, and therefore determine the quantitative threshold of decision. In order to solve the key problem in spatialtemporal scenario reconstruction of privacy violations, we should design practical forensic schemes based on the forensic
information embed in privacy information description, third party monitoring, as well as cross-over multi-element big data
analysis.

5

C ONCLUSION

With the quick development of technologies such as Internet, mobile Internet and Internet of Things, data are aggregated
together through Cloud services, generating big data. It has the typical characteristics such as massive, diverse, etc. Big
data provides the public with personalized service, which has changed the way we work and live profoundly. However,
information service is facing serious privacy leakage problems during the lifecycle of information flow which includes
collection, storage, processing, publishing, destruction, and etc. Existing privacy preserving solutions mainly focus on one
scenario by providing certain preservation on some particular aspects. They have not yet formed into a theoretical system.
Therefore, the proposed concept of privacy computing and its framework aim to set up a whole lifecycle preservation
on privacy information, including privacy computing framework, formal definition of privacy computing, four principles
in privacy computing, algorithm design criteria, evaluation of privacy preservation, privacy computing language etc.
Meanwhile, the privacy computing framework can support the privacy information exchange, extended authorization of
privacy information circulation and the forensics tracking of privacy invasion in cross-platform scenario; the aim of the
privacy computing language is to satisfy description unambiguity, platform irrelevance and computational consistency,
which are able to support the layered cross information system implement of privacy preservation. Based on our proposed
privacy computing framework, we implemented the differential privacy preserving mechanism in Baidu DuerOS. At the
end of this paper, we prospect the research development trends of privacy computing. We expect that privacy computing
could guide the practical research on privacy preserving technologies, and also guide the exploitation of privacy preserving
subsystem in large-scale information system via promoting achievements of privacy computing. We also expect that the
privacy computing could provide theoretical supports for enacting the criterion of privacy preservation and evaluating the
ability of privacy preservation.
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